
1 Introduction

The puzzle

In March 2013, the North Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) warned of a
“pre-emptive nuclear attack” if the United States convinced the UN Security
Council to impose new economic sanctions on North Korea. Despite this
warning, the Security Council did impose new sanctions at the behest of the
United States, on March 7.1 However, no nuclear attack occurred. Two weeks
later, KCNA released a video of North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong-un, discussing
a plan for launching nuclear-armed missiles against US bases in the Pacific
and the continental United States. The image of Kim Jong-un pointing to maps
of the United States with arrows outlining missile trajectories was a vivid
accompaniment to recent warnings from North Korea’s media organs that the
North Korean People’s Army (KPA) will “destroy not only the military install-
ments . . . of south Korea but the . . . military bases of the U.S. imperialist
aggression forces in the operational theatre of the Pacific.”2 Still, no attack
followed.

And on June 25, 2014, KCNA declared that The Interview,3 a comedy
starring Seth Rogan and James Franco, was “reckless U.S. provocative insan-
ity” and that its public release constituted an “act of war.”4 In a mockingly
dismissive reaction, Seth Rogan tweeted: “People don’t usually wanna kill me
for one of my movies until they’ve paid 12 bucks for it.”5 Over the next several

1 Brinley F. Bruton and Ian Johnston, “UN Passes Sanctions Despite North Korea Threat of
‘Pre-emptive Nuclear Attack’,” NBC News Online (March 7, 2013). Available online:
http://worldnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/03/07/17220065-un-passes-sanctions-despite-north-
korea-threat-of-pre-emptive-nuclear-attack?lite. Accessed: March 29, 2013.

2 “North Korea’s Kim Jong Un Threatens Attack on US Bases in the Pacific,” NBC News
Online (March 20, 2013). Available online: http://worldnews.nbcnews.com/_news/2013/03/20/
17387755-north-koreas-kim-jong-un-threatens-attack-on-us-bases-in-pacific. Accessed: May
21, 2013.

3 The plot of The Interview involves two Americans who plot to assassinate Kim Jong Un while
under cover as journalists who intend to interview Kim.

4 “North Korea Threatens War on US over Kim Jong Un Movie,” BBC News (June 26, 2014).
Available online: www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-28014069. Accessed: June 29, 2014.

5 @SethRogen, Twitter. Available online: https://twitter.com/Sethrogen/status/48181121473799
7825. Accessed: June 28, 2014.
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months, Sony Pictures, which produced The Interview, received numerous
threats from a group of hackers who were later identified as North Koreans.
As Sony executives consulted Korea experts and US State Department offi-
cials, they were informed that “this is typical North Korean bullying, likely
without follow-up” and that while they may engage in cyberattacks, physical
attacks were unlikely given the “North Korean pattern of behavior going back
to the 1980s” and because it would be “beyondNorth Korea’s capabilities.”6 As
the movie approached its December 25 release date, the hacker group escalated
its threats to physical violence, warning that if the film was released, “The
world will be full of fear. Remember the events of the 11th of September
2001.”7 A subsequent message was added: “We recommend you to keep
yourself distant from the places [where the movies is being shown] at that
time. (If your house is nearby, you’d better leave.)”8 Despite their chilling
specificity, US government officials declared the threats wholly incredible.9

Eventually the film was released without any violence.
North Korean threats of violence against the United States and its South

Korean ally have become so common and colorful that they are rarely taken
seriously in the United States, more frequently serving as a source of fodder
for late night comedians than a credible national security threat.

Yet, in the 2014 hacking saga, North Korea conducted highly disruptive
computer network interruptions against Sony Pictures, just as it had threatened.
Moreover, North Korea has, on occasion, launched acts of small-scale militar-
ized violence – “provocations” – against the United States and its ally South
Korea. In the 1960s and 1970s, for example, North Korean provocations
against the United States triggered a number of recurring crises in
Washington and Pyongyang. North Korea’s enduring willingness to engage
in small-scale violence, even today, has led US policy officials to dub this
phenomenon a “cycle of provocation.”10 Referring to North Korea’s use of

6 Mark Seal, “An Exclusive Look at Sony’s Hacking Saga,” Vanity Fair (February 2015).
Available online: www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2015/02/sony-hacking-seth-rogen-evan-
goldberg. Accessed: March 11, 2015.

7 David Perara, “DHS: No Credible Threat to Sony Movie Launch,” Politico (December 16,
2014). Available online: www.politico.com/story/2014/12/dhs-no-credible-threat-to-sony-
movie-launch-113618.html. Accessed: January 11, 2015.

8 Ibid.
9 Abigail Williams, “State Department: No Specific Credible Threat of North Korea Attack,”
NBC News Online (December 22, 2014); Available online: www.nbcnews.com/storyline/sony-
hack/state-department-no-specific-credible-threat-north-korea-attack-n273236. Accessed:
January 11, 2015.

10 Jeffrey A. Bader, Obama and China’s Rise: An Insider’s Account of America’s Asia Strategy
(Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press, 2012), 7; Senate Armed Services Committee,
March 1, 2011. Senator John Kerry Opening Statement for “Breaking the Cycle of North
Korean Provocations.” Available online: www.foreign.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Kerry_State
ment.pdf. Accessed: July 12, 2013.
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militarized violence to support diplomatic bargaining,11 the “cycle of provoca-
tion” phrase frames North Korean threats and violence as highly rational
coercive signals intended to supplement its foreign policy.

However, if we only think of North Korean provocations as part of a
predictable cycle of rational manipulation, several important questions
about US–North Korea relations will remain unanswered. First, how did the
United States and North Korea manage to experience repeated crises with
one another without escalation to war? Conventional wisdom holds that the
outbreak of war is more likely when dyads experience recurring crises,12 yet
the US–North Korea dyad did not. Moreover, if North Korea’s provocations
were part of predictable bargaining cycles, it is unclear why some would
trigger crises and others not. Second, why did North Korea, a much weaker
power, repeatedly unleash small-scale militarized violence against the
stronger United States rather than relying on a non-violent foreign policy
or simply initiating outright war? Traditional understanding of power should
lead us to expect that a militarily stronger power would seek to coerce its
smaller rival, yet in US–North Korea relations we often see the opposite.
Third, on what basis did the United States and North Korea assess the threat
credibility of one another? In particular, why has the United States only
rarely taken North Korea’s threats seriously? US incredulity toward North
Korean threat-making has led to the United States being repeatedly caught
off guard by North Korean provocations in the past despite the latter’s
forewarnings, which contributed to crisis onset on multiple occasions.

The answers to these puzzles are important for policymakers in the United
States and South Korea who, even today, grapple with themes of provocation,
credibility, and crisis management on the Korean Peninsula. Thinking of
North Korean violence as part of a cycle rightly captures the regularity of
such behavior but ignores the possibility that such “cycles” are endogenous to
North Korea’s hostile relationships, and it does not actually answer these
questions, which defy popular expectations.

The argument

This book sets out to explain what it describes as a pattern of rivalry
interactions in US–North Korea relations by answering these questions,

11 Max Fisher, “The Five Stages of North Korean Provocation,” Washington Post (January 24,
2013). Available online: www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2013/01/24/the-five-
stages-of-north-korean-provocation/. Accessed: July 12, 2013.

12 See, for example, John A. Vasquez, The War Puzzle (Cambridge University Press, 1993);
Russell J. Leng, “When Will They Ever Learn? Coercive Bargaining in Recurrent Crises,”
Journal of Conflict Resolution 27 (1983): 379–419.
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and it does so by drawing on the logic of reputation – the idea that a state’s
past conduct, that is, word and deed, affects how others expect it to act in
the future. The past conduct of the United States and North Korea goes a
long way in helping us understand why and when the respective sides made
decisions about both the resolve and credibility of the other in repeated
interactions. The reputation that North Korea assigned to the United States
and vice versa illuminates many aspects of US–North Korea relations,
including repeated crisis occurrence and the frequency of North Korean
challenges; why the United States did not take North Korean threats
seriously but was forced to after the onset of a crisis; why North Korea
was not deterred from provoking the United States though the latter is a
militarily superior power; and why North Korea took US threats seriously
on the rare occasions that the latter issued them. Reputation alone is no
panacea, but no other alternative suggests itself to this breadth of outcomes.

The pattern of rivalry in US–North Korea relations reveals that every
time the United States backed down from North Korean coercion, it did
little to ameliorate the open hostility that pervaded the bilateral relation-
ship; on the contrary, the United States often stoked hostility with military
exercises, military assistance to South Korea, or a temporarily enhanced
military presence despite having backed down in the heat of the moment. It
was this behavior – a combination of willfully perpetuating the rivalry
while demonstrating an unwillingness to stand firm when challenged by
North Korea – that simultaneously signaled to North Korea two things:
(1) the United States lacked the resolve to impose military force on it in
response to provocations, and (2) the United States communicated honestly
about its interests on the Korean Peninsula and only threatened military
force when it perceived that its interests warranted it. On its part, North
Korea’s ceaseless employment of incendiary rhetoric threatening war far
surpassed its ability to live up to those threats. Even though North Korea
has a history of sporadically attacking US and South Korean troops, the
vast gap between intense North Korean threats and its actual behavior
signaled to the United States that North Korean threats were rarely
credible. As a result, US decision-makers were surprised when North
Korean provocations targeted the United States, even though North Korea
had often issued advance warnings.

Provocation, credibility of the parties involved, and recurrent crises are
not determined solely by the decision-making of one side but rather are
contingent on the history of interaction between the two parties. Rather
than thinking of provocations as an instrumental part of a coercive bargain-
ing cycle, we gain a fuller understanding of US–North Korea relations by
problematizing the “cycle,” more accurately described as part of a broader
rivalry pattern: repeated crises, repeated North Korean challenges, and
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variation in threat credibility over time, all under conditions of hostile
bilateral relations.

Reputation: a contentious concept

Although these arguments are relatively simple, the concept on which they
rely – reputation – is highly contested in academic literature. Following
Thomas Schelling’s articulation, reputation is described as the causal relevance
of the past to the future mediated through the perception of others, which was
referred to as the “interdependence of commitments”; the immediate implica-
tion was that a state’s resolve to prevent some proscribed action at a particular
place and time will influence others’ perception of that state’s resolve later.13 A
generation of scholars built a robust research program on this concept.14 The
logic of reputation is both intuitive and clear: in an anarchical international
system, states lack information about other states’ intentions, which leads them
to pay particular attention to the states’ behavior to divine the intentions of
others.15

But in recent decades a number of scholars have argued that reputation
does not exert causal influence in international relations and that, conse-
quently, states and statesmen do not accrue reputations in any meaningful
way. Ted Hopf, among others, found that US decisions to back down during
crises in the Periphery did not alter Soviet perceptions of US resolve, suggest-
ing that state A is not likely to assign a reputation for resolve or weakness
to state B based on state B’s behavior in crises with states C, D, and E, as long
as interests in the issues at stake are low.16 Following Hopf, Jonathan Mercer
made an even stronger claim about the irrelevance of reputation, drawing on
social identity theory’s emphasis on in-group/out-group biases to explain why
adversaries rarely accrue a reputation for weakness or lack of resolve.17

According to Mercer, states explain others’ behavior based on either disposi-
tional or situational criteria, which in practical terms meant that states nearly

13 Thomas Schelling, Arms and Influence (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 124.
14 For some of the most canonical work, see Hermann Kahn, On Thermonuclear War (Princeton,

NJ: Princeton University Press, 1960); Robert Jervis, The Logic of Images in International
Relations (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1970); William Kaufman, “The
Requirements of Deterrence,” in Military Policy and National Security, ed. William Kaufman
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1956), 12–38.

15 See, for example, Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1976), ch. 6.

16 Ted Hopf, Peripheral Visions: Deterrence Theory and American Foreign Policy in the Third
World, 1965–1990 (Anne Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 1994); Glenn Snyder and
Paul Diesing, Conflict among Nations: Bargaining, Decision-Making, and System Structure in
International Crises (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1977), 188.

17 Jonathan Mercer, Reputation & International Politics (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press,
1996).
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always assign the most malign intentions to the word and deed of rivals, with
the logical conclusion that states nearly always believe a rival’s threats.18

Others have followed Mercer’s pessimistic treatment of reputations, though
based on rational rather than psychological factors.19 The best representation
of the rationalist pessimism about reputations comes from Daryl Press, who
found no evidence of reputation driving states’ credibility assessments in
a handful of seminal twentieth-century crises, pointing instead to material
capabilities and interests as the sources of threat credibility.20 The various
arguments advanced by these Reputation Pessimists shared in common that
they challenged the interdependence-of-commitments logic advanced by early
Reputation Optimists like Schelling. The ontological implication of such
pessimism is nothing short of separating cause and effect in international
relations from its historical context. The policy implications are also great: if
each dispute is independent of all past disputes, then all causally relevant
variables can be foundwithin the confines of the geography, power distribution,
issue stakes, or capabilities of the current dispute; states can back down from
conflict without having to worry about developing a reputation for weakness
and, by extension, inviting future aggression.

Solving the puzzles intrinsic to the US–North Korea rivalry pattern by
drawing on the logic of reputation – and comparing historical evidence
against that logic and alternative explanations – thus has important implica-
tions for theoretical debates about whether, when, and how reputation matters
in international politics. In the past decade, some scholars have succeeded in
showing that a variety of reputations are causally meaningful in a variety of
contexts21 but have largely avoided addressing directly the narrow causal
claims advanced by Reputation Pessimists concerning the effect of a reputa-
tion for resolve (and irresoluteness) on threat credibility in a rivalry context.
This book’s primary theoretical contribution is an important corrective to the

18 Mercer, Reputation & International Politics, 44–73.
19 Shiping Tang, “Reputation, Cult of Reputation, and International Conflict,” Security Studies 14,

no. 1 (2005): 34–62; Vesna Danilovic, “The Sources of Threat Credibility in Extended
Deterrence,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 45, no. 3 (2001): 341–69; Joe Clare and Vesna
Danilovic, “Reputation for Resolve, Interest, and Conflict,” Conflict Management and Peace
Science 29, no. 1 (2012): 3–27.

20 Daryl G. Press, Calculating Credibility: How Leaders Assess Military Threats (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 2005).

21 Barbara F. Walter, Reputation and Civil War: Why Separatist Conflicts Are So Violent
(Cambridge University Press, 2009); Michael Tomz, Reputation and International
Cooperation: Sovereign Debt across Three Centuries (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University
Press, 2007); Gregory D. Miller, The Shadow of the Past: Reputation and Military Alliances
before the First World War (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2012); Gregory D. Miller,
“Hypotheses on Reputation: Alliance Choices and the Shadow of the Past,” Security Studies 12,
no. 3 (2003): 40–78; Dustin H. Tingley and Barbara F. Walter, “The Effect of Repeated Play on
Reputation Building: An Experimental Approach,” International Organization 65, no. 1 (2011):
343–65.
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popular wave of reputation pessimism. It adds to a growing body of research
showing that reputation matters, but – crucially – it does so in a way that
directly answers the challenges of Reputation Pessimists by focusing on the
relationship between reputation and a number of outcomes in a rivalry
context, including threat credibility.

Ultimately, the consequences of a policymaker’s beliefs about reputa-
tion, and the sources of credibility, extend far beyond the Korean
Peninsula. Much of the public discourse about Bashar Al-Assad’s use of
chemical weapons in Syria and Russia’s invasion of the Crimea explicitly
centered on whether, and to what extent, US credibility may be at stake.
Policy pundits have even selectively referenced some of the more pessi-
mistic literature on reputations to argue in op-ed pages that US credibility
is not at stake in these crises.22

But are they correct? This book shows that while the causal influence of
reputation may vary depending on the context, there are at least some condi-
tions under which reputation exerts powerful causal influence in international
relations – the rivalry pattern that pervades much of the history of US–North
Korea relations is one of those.

What makes a rivalry pattern?

The term “rivalry” in a bilateral relationship refers to a condition of shared
hostility in which each state has a high expectation of a future conflict with the
other. This definition bridges competing definitional approaches within the
large literature on rivalries in international relations.23 Rather than describing
the entire history of US–North Korea relations as a rivalry, however, this book
conceives of a pattern of rivalry within that overall history involving decisions
and interactions between the two parties that seem to obey a logic found
in enduring rivalries. Some might argue that even the hostile periods in the
US–North Korea relationship do not fit an intuitive conception of rivalry
because the vast power asymmetry and geographical space between the two
states would seem to eliminate the “need” to engage in conflict. However, there
are at least five reasons for describing what we repeatedly see in this book as a
rivalry pattern.

First, power parity in a dyad is neither necessary nor sufficient to determine a
rivalry. As of 2001, there were around twenty major–minor power rivalry

22 Fareed Zakaria, “U.S. Credibility Is Not on the Line in Syria,” Washington Post (May 8, 2013).
Available online: http://fareedzakaria.com/2013/05/08/u-s-credibility-is-not-on-the-line-in-syria/.
Accessed: May 7, 2014.

23 William R. Thompson, “Identifying Rivals and Rivalries in World Politics,” International
Studies Quarterly 45, no. 4 (2001): 557–87.
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dyads, what Brantley Womack and others refer to as “asymmetric rivalries.”24

Second, other rivalries research, using the dispute-density approach, already
classifies certain periods in US–North Korea relations as a rivalry.25 Following
the 1953 Armistice Agreement that effectively ended the Korean War, inter-
mittent crises in which either or both sides experienced casualties and which
contained the real prospect of war continued to erupt throughout the Cold War;
the period from 1966 through 1976 was particularly “dispute-dense,” to use the
term of rivalries scholars. Third, the US relationship with North Korea was
entirely predicated on competing claims regarding the legitimate existence of
South Korea (which North Korea views as a “Korean” matter) and competing
claims regarding acceptable US and North Korean behavior as international
actors. The perpetual threat of conflict constituted the only basis for their
interaction throughout the Cold War; they did not cooperate with each other
within multilateral institutions, they had no diplomatic relations, and they had
no economic or cultural relations. What is more, while North Korea’s hostile
behavior continuously posed a threat to certain US interests, such as the
protection of its citizens, its allies, and its preferred rules and norms, the
antipathy that North Korea held for the United States ran much deeper;
fear and hatred of the United States were a part of North Korean identity
starting from the formidable experience of the Korean War but fitting a strong
historical xenophobic element in Korean nationalism that came from centuries
of subordination to outside great powers.26 Fourth, outside of rivalries, only
conflicts over high-salience issues are sufficient triggers for deliberate escala-
tion to violence; in a rivalry context, a rival’s words and deeds take on added
meaning based on the extent to which they reinforce existing biases, which
means low-salience issues and otherwise ambiguous words and deeds can
become triggers for violence when they might not in non-rivalry contexts.27

24 The precise number of asymmetric rivalries depends on how one defines a rivalry. Thompson,
“Identifying Rivals,” 578–80. See also Brantley Womack, “Asymmetric Rivals: China and
Vietnam,” in Asian Rivalries: Conflict, Escalation, and Limitations on Two-Level Games, ed.
Sumit Ganguly and William R. Thompson (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2012),
176–94.

25 See, for example, Diehl and Goertz, War and Peace in International Rivalry; Bennett,
“Integrating and Testing Models of Rivalry Duration.”

26 OnNorth Korean identity and the role foreign powers play in constituting it, see Brian R.Myers,
The Cleanest Race: How North Koreans See Themselves and Why It Matters (Brooklyn, NY:
Melville House Publishing, 2011). On the historical anti-foreigner strain that partially consti-
tutes Korean nationalism, see Gi-wook Shin, Ethnic Nationalism in Korea: Geneology, Politics,
and Legacy (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2006); Mark Caprio, Japanese
Assimilation Policies in Colonial Korea, 1910–1945 (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 2009).

27 For scholars who have posited hostile and uncertain contexts as creating sufficient conditions
for low-salience issues to serve as triggers, see Leng, “When Will They Ever Learn?”; Colaresi
and Thompson, “Hot Spots or Hot Hands?”; Paul R. Hensel, “One Thing Leads to Another:
Recurrent Militarized Disputes in Latin America 1816–1986,” Journal of Peace Research 31,
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This dynamic – low-salience issues becoming a source of crisis and escalation
because of their context – precisely describes most of the crises experienced
between the United States and North Korea, as our historical chapters will
reveal. The fifth most important reason for describing a rivalry pattern in
US–North Korea relations is because it is a relationship marked by shared
hostility, with a high expectation of future conflict. If either of these criteria
were not true, the basis for the long-term, sustained US military presence on
the Korean Peninsula would be unobvious. For all these reasons, this book uses
the term “rivalry pattern” to describe the periods of hostility between the
United States and North Korea.

Why US–North Korea relations?

There are unique payoffs that come from applying the “reputations in
rivalry” framework (elaborated in the next chapter) to US–North Korea
relations. Our approach in the chapters that follow is methodologically
useful for making a contribution to theoretical literature, and the chapters
double as historiography on an aspect of Korean affairs that complements
extant area studies research. That North Korea continues to pose a chal-
lenge in the present day only strengthens the need for critical examination.

Theoretical and methodological imperatives

Analysis of the rivalry pattern in US–North Korea relations gives us
greater leverage than simply another random data point or case study in
contributing to theoretical debates. First, any attempt to weigh in on the
reputations debate with new evidence would need to satisfy both the
conditions under which the effects of reputations are expected to be
strongest and the conditions under which the predictions of alternative
theories have an equally good chance, if not a better one, as the reputa-
tional approach to be observed. The case histories documenting the rivalry
pattern in the chapters that follow serve this purpose well because rivalries
are “ideally suited for testing propositions about reputations for resolve,”28

they satisfy the in-group/out-group threshold of the psychology-based
explanation of threat credibility, and the extreme asymmetry in military
capabilities between the United States and North Korea makes it easy to

no. 3 (1994): 281–98; Richard Ned Lebow, Between War and Peace: The Nature of
International Crisis (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1981). See also, Jervis,
Perception and Misperception, 58–84; Robert Jervis, “Perceiving and Coping with Threat,” in
Psychology and Deterrence, ed. Robert Jervis, Richard Ned Lebow, and Janice Gross Stein
(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988), 1–31.

28 Huth, “Reputation and Deterrence,” 98.
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calculate what rational theories of threat credibility would predict for this
set of cases.

The second benefit of focusing on cases in US–North Korea relations is that
it brings the study of reputation back to the context that first gave the issue
salience as a research topic in international relations – the rivalry context.
Reputation Pessimists have principally challenged the relevance not of every
type of possible reputation but of reputations for resolve and its effect on
credibility, yet new-wave reputation optimism tends to show the importance
of various types of reputation other than resolve.29

The third payoff of our case selection is the presence of recurring crises,
which allow us to compare each crisis to the next in a way that controls for
culture, regime type, and in this case relative power distribution, all of which
come closer to approximating experimental conditions than social science
normally allows.30 The interests at stake also remain fairly consistent. The
first three episodes examined include issues in dispute that take on the appear-
ance of low salience but that are imputed with high security significance by the
actors involved because of the rivalry context in which they occur. The 1993–4
nuclear crisis has a very different issue at stake as compared to the prior three
episodes, but it also contains multiple observations within that single episode.
The nuclear issue at stake in 1993–4 remained the primary issue in dispute
some eight years later when the Bush administration clashed with North Korea.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the rivalry pattern in US–North Korea
relations provides a “Sinatra test”: if reputations can make it here (in a context
where they are least likely to have effect), they can make it anywhere.31 The
crisis histories in this book represent a “least likely” set of cases for our
reputational framework because it is within crises, as opposed to under normal
or routine conditions, that decision-makers should be least likely to consider
the adversary’s behavioral history when making credibility assessments and
most likely to simply focus on the present crisis circumstances. By focusing on
crises, our historical cases should prove harder for reputational explanations
of threat credibility and easier for alternative explanations of the same. Despite
this, we find that our “reputations in rivalry” framework not only explains

29 A rare exception to this characterization is Barbara Walter, though her focus on reputations for
resolve was not between rival states but between states and separatists. Walter, Reputation and
Civil War.

30 Gary King, Robert O. Keohane, and Sidney Verba, Designing Social Inquiry: Scientific
Inference in Qualitative Research (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994), 37–41;
Arend Lijphart, “Comparative Politics and the Comparative Method,” American Political
Science Review 65, no. 3 (1971), 687.

31 Jack S. Levy, “Qualitative Methods in International Relations,” in Evaluating Methodology in
International Studies, ed. Frank P. Harvey and Michael Brecher (Ann Arbor, MI: University of
Michigan Press, 2002), 144.
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